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Abstract: Shadows created by small patches of clouds obscure ground features from satellite imagery. In this
research, a new technique was developed to enhance cloud-associated shadow areas in satellite images while
preserving details underneath these areas. The developed algorithm utilizes wavelet analysis to decompose
cloudy images into several frequency level components. Image details underneath shadow areas are preserved
in the output image by fusing the cloudy image with another cloud-free image. The developed technique is
implemented on a cloudy Landsat7 Panchromatic subscene. The results showed that the developed technique
was successful in enhancing the cloudy image through preserving the obscured details underneath the cloud-
associated shadow. The ability to maintain such details under shadow areas and the amount of introduced
artifacts increased with the increase of the wavelet decomposition level. Generally, two or three wavelet
decomposition levels were found to be sufficient for the analysis used in this study. The results obtained when
using two images with the same spatial resolution were found to be better than those obtained using images
with different spatial resolution. 
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INTRODUCTION resolution imagery and suffer costly computational

Space satellite imagery is very cost effective in problems.  Other  methods  utilized overlapping imagery
mapping extended regions. This imagery is historically to detect occlusion and remove shadows [4]. Fusion
utilized in mapping roads, hydrological features, techniques were also used to account for cloud and
vegetation, etc. The existence of high quality images shadow defects on certain image using different
enabled  mapping  changes  in land development in the cloud/shadow free images [5, 6]. Although these methods
last two decades. Nevertheless, one of the problems that are widely used, they tend to ignore the spatial content
hindered the use of such imagery is the existence of underneath shadow areas. Hence, this research is devoted
clouds and their associated shadows. Although cloud to developing a technique to reduce the effect of cloud-
areas can easily be detected and replaced from other associated shadows using image wavelet decomposition
imagery due to their high reflectance, the shadows caused techniques. Although this research deals with a specific
by these clouds represent areas with low illumination type of shadow, the developed technique could be
conditions that double the image defected areas. This extended to handle other types of shadows resulting from,
effect of clouds and cloud-associated shadows are widely for example, high buildings and trees.
spread with approximately 66% of the earth surface is A  milestone  in  developing  such  a  technique is to
covered by clouds throughout the year [1]. be able  to automatically detect clouds and shadows in

Several methods were used to restore the image the images. Features utilized for cloud and shadow
content in shadow areas. Some of these methods detection can be classified into three domains [7]:
identifies and removes the image illumination variations spectral, spatial and temporal. Spectral features, such as
using surface reflectance and variations constraints [2, 3]. image gray levels or color information, are commonly
Such methods were implemented mostly on high spatial used. Some approaches improve results by using spatial

overhead in addition to shadow edge processing
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information working on a regional level, instead of pixel (2)
level. Some other methods utilize temporal redundancy to
integrate and improve results. Where h(k) and g(k) are low and high pass filters

Many algorithms are available to detect clouds and respectively. Any function f(x) can be represented by
their associated shadows. Concepts such as simple given scaling function and its wavelet derivatives as:
thresholding, neural networks, fuzzy logic, etc were
utilized  in  these  algorithms  [8].  Scene  properties such
as scene date and time, sensor and sun locations, etc, (3)
although  not  used  in  this  implementation,  could also
be utilized in the cloud and shadow detection process. For orthonormal scaling and wavelet functions the
The methodology applied in this research utilizes scaling (approximation) and wavelet (detail) coefficients
cloud/shadow geometric constraints in addition to their can be represented in terms of their values in a previous
spectral characteristics [9]. scale as follows:

One  of  the objectives of the methodology
developed in this research is to enhance shadow areas by (4)
preserving details underneath these shadows. A wavelet
decomposition technique is suggested to achieve this (5)
objective by fusing this image with another cloud-free
image. The results of this technique depend on the Recalling that the scaling filter is a low pass filter and
accuracy of the cloud/shadow detection process and on the wavelet filter is a high pass filter, it can be concluded
the fusion algorithm. that obtaining the approximation and detail coefficient

It  should be mentioned here that this research is constitutes a single step in a an iterative filter bank that
only concerned with shadow areas. Unlike shadow areas, results in multiple level decomposition of the signal. This
cloud regions are generally opaque and do not have iterative filter bank forms the basis of the discrete wavelet
image details underneath. Accordingly, the techniques transform. A reverse operation can also be used to
developed in this study, which utilizes wavelet image completely reconstruct the signal. In image analysis, a
fusion to capture details information, was applied only in generalized form of the one-dimensional discrete wavelet
shadow areas. On the other hand, to enhance the overall transform can be used. This means that four components
output image, clouds were substituted for directly using are obtained at each wavelet decomposition level. These
traditional pixel to pixel replacement from another cloud- components are calculated through filtering the image
free image. using high and low pass filters. 

BACKGROUND decomposition  level,  the   results   are   one  smooth

In this section background information related to using low pass filters in the horizontal and vertical
wavelet image decomposition and image fusion is directions. The resulting component is denoted f (x, y)
reviewed. and called approximation subimage. Three other details

Discrete Wavelet Transform: Wavelet decomposition filtering  the  original  images  by a combination of low
and reconstruction  was  historically  used in image and high pass filters in the horizontal and vertical
fusion and image compression applications. Discrete directions. These three subimages represent
wavelet transform will be utilized in this research to decomposition details in the horizontal, vertical and
enhance cloud-related shadow areas by adjusting their diagonal directions, respectively. It should be mentioned
frequency   content.   For  discrete  wavelet  transform,  let here that the size of the obtained subimages at each

 and  be sets of dilated decomposition level is half the size of the original image.
and scaled mother and wavelet functions, respectively. The approximation subimage could, in turn, be composed
Both functions can be constructed from the higher level to produce the next image decomposition level.
scaling functions [10]:

(1) the  combination  of  two  or  more  images to form a new

For an image f(x, y) of size M*N, at each

image  resulting  from  the filtering of the input image

LL

subimages fLH(x, y) f (x, y) and f (x, y) result fromHL
HH

Image Fusion: Generally, image fusion can be defined as
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image using certain algorithms [11]. Fusing two images in
order  to get  rid of defective parts in one of the images is
a typical image fusion application. Image fusion is
performed at three different processing levels according
to the stage at which the fusion takes place [12]. These
three processing levels are pixel, feature and decision
levels. Image fusion at pixel level means fusion at the
lowest processing level, referring to the merging of
measured physical parameters. Most research utilizing
image fusion techniques to correct for image defects
tackle pixel-based image fusion, which presumes
accurately registered imagery [13].

Fusion at the feature level requires the extraction of
objects  recognized in the various data sources, e.g.,
using segmentation procedures. Features correspond to
characteristics extracted from the initial images, which
depend on the feature’s environment such as extent,
shape  and  neighborhood  [14]. Decision level fusion is
a method that uses interpreted data where the input Fig. 1: Features partially obscured by cloud shadows
images are processed individually for information
extraction.  The  obtained  information is then combined
by applying decision rules to reinforce common
interpretation, resolve differences and furnish a better
understanding of the observed objects [15].

METHODOLOGY

Many   of   the   techniques   developed to enhance
cloud-associated shadows ignore the information in the
shadow regions. This is very clear when visually
inspecting shadow areas, where energy indirectly
reaching these areas is reflected to the sensor causing
some details to appear in the image. Figure 1 presents
parts of a runway and road intersection that are partially Fig. 2: Schematic representation of developed
shown in shadow areas. methodology

In our developed algorithm, the defected cloudy
image  is  fused  with  another  cloud-free  image  to form image. A technique developed by [9] that utilizes not only
a new enhanced image from the high frequency the spectral properties of the clouds and shadows, but
components of the cloudy image and the low frequency also   incorporates   the   spatial    relationships  between
information of the cloud-free image. Details shown in them is suggested. In this technique, the results of a
shadow areas due to energy indirectly reaching these neural network classification process, which mainly
areas were conserved. Figures 2 presents schematic depends on performing automatic classification based on
diagrams  of  the  methodology  adopted  in  this image spectral properties, are improved by defining the
approach.  It should be mentioned here that the spatial relationship between cloud patches and their
developed  methodology  of capturing and preserving corresponding shadow patches. 
high frequency component was applied in shadow areas A mathematical model for the spatial relationship is
only. Areas identified as clouds were simply replaced by proposed and a least squares adjustment process is
corresponding areas in the cloud-free image. performed to estimate model parameters. Low spectral

Cloud/shadow Detection Algorithm: Cloud/shadow more pixels mistakenly identified as shadow. The model is
detection is the first step towards producing an enhanced then used to filter out non-shadow pixels. 

threshold is used to define shadow pixels resulting on
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Image Fusion Using Discrete Wavelet Transform: The
developed methodology suggests that both defected and
cloud-free    images   are   composed   using  discrete
wavelet transform to create different high and low
frequency components. The high frequency component
contains image details such as noise, edges and details.
On the other hand, the low frequency (approximation)
components contain basic image information. Considering
wavelet decomposition of the shadow areas of an image,
it could be easily shown that the details components
contain image information located in these areas.

Information beneath shadows could be preserved if
the details information in these areas were used in the
image reconstruction process while neglecting the
approximation component. However, neglecting the
approximation component produces an image with only
high frequency information. To solve this problem, the Fig. 3: Study area-Nov 2001 Landsat 7 ETM
approximation component of another cloud-free image panchromatic sub-scene
was suggested to replace the approximation component
of the defective image dominated primarily by the cloud-
associated shadows. The developed wavelet-based image
fusion technique is represented schematically in figure 2.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Test Data: The developed technique is implemented on
the panchromatic band of a November 2001 Landsat 7
ETM satellite subscenes, shown in Figure 3. Features in
these images are partially obscured by cloud-associated
shadows. For simplicity, boundary problems were solved
by allowing the application to process the original scene
outside the boundaries of the test subscenes when this is
needed to perform the analysis. 

Two cloud-free images, shown in Figure 4,5, were
tested to enhance shadow areas in the defected cloudy
image using wavelet fusion technique. The first cloud-free Fig. 4: First cloud-free images-July 2000 Landsat7 ETM
image is another ETM Panchromatic image of the same panchromatic subscene
resolution taken in July 2000. The second test image is a
30 meters resolution Landsat ETM taken in May 2001. computed values for the shadow classification results
This image was pre-processed by conversion to gray level commission and omission errors were 11% and 9%,
image and resampling to 15 meter pixel size. respectively.

Shadow Detection: The cloud/shadow detection algorithm Shadow Enhancement Using Discrete Wavelet Analysis:
described  in  section   3.1   was  implemented on the Two cloud-free images were used to implement the
cloudy image. This algorithm utilized image spectral shadow removal technique using image fusion approach.
characteristics and cloud/shadow spatial constraints for The first cloud-free image is another ETM Panchromatic
the detection. The results of the cloud and shadow image of the same resolution. The second image is a 30
identification step were two binary masks, one for clouds (resampled to 15) meter resolution Landsat ETM image
and  the  other  for  shadow  regions. Figures 6 and 7 composed of the three visible bands and converted to
show the binary image of detected clouds and shadows gray  level  image  using  band  averaging algorithm.
for the study areas. Using manual digitizing as reference, These two images were shown in Figures 4  and  5  above.
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Fig. 5: Second  cloud-free image–May 2000 Landsat Fig. 7: Binary  image  for  detected  shadows  in  the
ETM visible bands subscene converted to gray study area
level image

Fig. 6: Binary image for detected clouds in the study area

The defected image was composed using Bior 2,2 the original image and the low frequency component of
wavelet transform filter using Matlab Software. Figure 8 the  wavelet  decomposition  of  the  cloud-free  image  as
shows the decomposed images up to three decomposition presented in Figure 2. This approach could be looked at
levels. In this figure, we can notice that cloud areas do not as a typical image fusion application based on wavelet
show much high frequency content in the detail decomposition utilized to filter out certain components in
components. However, shadow areas contain high one of the images involved. 
frequency components that represent underneath features Testing several decomposition levels showed that
(or noise). details  from  the  original  image in the shadow area

The defected and the cloud-free images were mostly exist in the detail components of the third wavelet
decomposed to the same level of wavelet decomposition. decomposition   level.  However,  image  reconstruction
The resulting image is  then reconstructed  from the high of  high and low frequency components of two different

Fig. 8: Third level ‘Bior 2,2’ wavelet decomposition of
defected image

frequency component of the wavelet decomposition of
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Fig. 9: Image reconstructed from second level Fig. 11: Cloud-free image with artificially masked details
decomposition  of  the  cloudy  image  and  the
high-resolution cloud-free image

Fig. 10: Image reconstructed from third level artificially altered high-resolution cloud-free
decomposition of the cloudy image and the high- image
resolution cloud-free image

images results in many introduced artifacts in the the  concept  of  capturing details information in the
produced image. These artifacts are due to differences in shadow areas in the reconstructed image, the cloud-free
frequency  content  at  each  decomposition  level  of  the image was  artificially altered, as shown in Figure 11,  by
participating images in addition to uncertainties in the masking  out  details in areas where shadows exist in the
space-frequency localization. Figures 9 and 10 show the defected image. These details should be obtained after
resulting image after applying this approach using second applying the fusion process only from the shadow areas
and third wavelet decomposition levels. in the cloudy image. 

Fig. 12: Image reconstructed from second level
decomposition of the cloudy image and the

Testing Details Capturing in Shadow Areas: To prove
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Fig. 13: Image reconstructed from third level the approximation component of a lower resolution image
decomposition of the cloudy image and the in the fusion process.
artificially altered high-resolution cloud-free
image CONCLUSION

Fig. 14: Image reconstructed from second level More research is recommended in this area to determine
decomposition  of  the  cloudy  image  and  the the best decomposition components to participate in the
low-resolution (resampled) cloud-free image fusing process according to each image’s frequency

Figure 12 shows the image resulting from applying
the fusion process using second level wavelet REFERENCES
decomposition.  In  this  figure,   the   details   underneath
shadows in the defected image were picked up in the 1. Belward, A.S. and C.R. Valenzuela, 1991. Remote
resulting   image  although  these  details  were masked Sensing and Geographic Information Systems for
out  in the cloud-free image. Figure 13 shows the results Resource Management in Developing Countries,
of applying the same experiment using third level wavelet Kluwer Academic Publishers, London.

decomposition. This figure shows that more details were
picked from shadow areas in the cloudy image. However,
the third level decomposition caused patchy image
appearance and unwanted artifacts.

Fusion with Lower Resolution Imagery: The final test
was performed by applying the technique using lower
resolution cloud-free image. As described in section 4.1,
the image is a 30 meter resolution Landsat ETM image
resampled to 15 meters ground pixel size. A second level
wavelet transform was used for the image fusion The
shadow enhancement result from this  experiment is
shown in Figure 14. Comparing the images in Figure 14
and 9, it could be noticed that more undesirable artifacts
are shown in figure 14, which could be attributed to the
differences in frequency content and distribution in the
fused images.  Moreover,  the lower quality appearance
of the image shown in figure 14 reflects the effect of using

A new technique for cloud-associated shadows
elimination was developed. The technique was based on
wavelet  image   decomposition   and   fusion  with
another cloud-free image. The developed technique was
successful  in  enhancing  cloud-associated  shadow
areas in  the  image while preserving details in the shadow
areas. The  ability  to  maintain these details increased
with the  increase of wavelet decomposition level.
However,  the  higher  this level is, the more artifacts in
the output image. Generally, two  or three wavelet
decomposition levels were found  to  be  sufficient for the
analysis used in this study. 

The  results  obtained using two images with the
same  spatial resolution were found to be better than
those  obtained  when  using  images  with different
spatial resolution. This could be attributed to the
differences in frequency content in the two fused image.

content.
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